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Abstract Ensuring the quality of investigations requires the understanding of procedures
by which empirical evidence is obtained. This can be interpreted as becoming aware of and
using criteria for evidence in one’s mental structure. The question is whether this process
can be observed in practice. In two schools for pre-university education where 11th grade
students were working in small groups on open investigations in biology, all conversations
in class -with or without the teacher participating- of eight groups (17 students) were audio-
taped and transcribed. All utterances concerning the quality of investigations (3943 in total)
were analyzed using five categories: problematization, description, explanation, general-
ization and application. Half of the students received written feedback twice, the other half
paused their own investigations to carry out four specially designed reflection tasks. Talking
about the reflection tasks as well as having the teacher present in conversations about
investigations have shown to stimulate the spiral of description, explanation and
generalization. Students who did the reflection tasks explained and generalized significantly
more than students who did not. Still, the majority of the explanations and generalizations
came from the teacher. Implications for the role of reflection and the role of the teacher in
developing procedural understanding are discussed.
Keywords Biology education . Understanding of evidence . Procedural understanding .
Quality of investigations . Reflection-in-action . Reflection-on-action
Introduction
The stance that students should do practical work in science has been advocated for a long
time (see e.g. Lunetta et al. 2007). The goals pursued by letting students carry out practical
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work, however, can vary to a great extent (Abd-El-Khalick et al. 2004; Hodson 1993, 1998;
Hofstein and Lunetta 2004; Séré 2002). If practical work is narrowed down to doing
investigations or inquiries, a dichotomy between ‘inquiry as means’ and ‘inquiry as ends’
can be distinguished (Abd-El-Khalick et al. 2004). The first emphasizes the development of
science content by doing inquiries, whereas the latter focuses on the development of
understanding of the skills and processes of science. In open-ended investigations (i.e.
investigations in which there is not one ‘correct’ answer and there are many routes to a
valid solution), substantive content knowledge as well as procedural understanding appears
necessary to succeed (Glaesser et al. 2009b). When students carry out open-ended
investigations in biology education, they will have to draw on their substantive knowledge
of the subject investigated, on their ability to use practical skills and on their procedural
understanding, for instance, about how to construct a fair test or how to use evidence in
reasoning (Millar et al. 1994), something that Klahr and Dunbar (1988) call ‘dual-space
searching’.
Having observed students working on open-ended investigations in Dutch secondary
schools, in lower as well as in higher grades, we notice that they are very much committed
to their work: they conceive it as something of their own, and they really want to get a good
final result. Students work hard, but the quality of their work is often poor. It lacks
understanding of criteria for gathering and evaluating the quality of empirical evidence, the
understanding of how to proceed, the so-called ‘procedural understanding’ (Millar et al.
1994; Glaesser et al. 2009b). Procedural understanding can be seen as having a knowledge-
base upon which scientists draw when they design and evaluate (evidence coming from)
experiments, and therefore understanding plays an important role in scientific reasoning
(Roberts 2001).
The recognition of this problem led us to develop teaching and learning strategies that
would enhance the understanding of scientific evidence by students in the subject of
biology in upper secondary and pre-university education in the Netherlands. In this paper
we report about one aspect of the above mentioned strategies: the role of reflection in the
development of understanding of evidence.
Before describing our research questions, methods and results, we sketch the
background of our research and our theoretical framework. First, we elucidate the origin
of the problem: the poor quality of students’ open-ended investigations. Second, we discuss
the role of procedural understanding and introduce the ‘concepts of evidence’ as a possible
contribution to the solution. Third, we sketch a theoretical framework with which we can
analyze the learning and teaching of understanding of evidence. Fourth and finally in this
introductory section, we distinguish the two ways in which reflection was used in our
teaching and learning strategies.
Quality of Open-Ended Investigations
In textbooks, doing investigations is primarily aimed at illustrating theory (Lunetta et al.
2007), even when it is moulded as an experiment. Recipe-like instructions keep most
students away from thinking about the purpose of the experimental design or about how
many times to repeat a measurement (Schauble 1996; Schauble et al. 1995). This is
mirrored in the difficulty students have with the understanding of the nature of theory and
experiments (Duveen et al. 1993) or with using a scientific attitude towards investigative
tasks (Millar et al. 1994). Chin and Brown (2000) taped US grade 8 students during class
group laboratory activities. These demonstrated a surface learning approach, where the
students’ explanations were mere reformulations of the initial questions. Reigosa and
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Jiménez-Aleixandre (2007) observed how a stereotypical school culture obstructs genuine
problem solving in the science laboratory.
However, an emphasis on inquiry skills is not the solution for the lack of procedural
understanding either, because a focus on the performance of skills can exclude
understandings about inquiry and the nature of science, as Lederman states in his
contribution to an article about international perspectives on inquiry in science education
(Abd-El-Khalick et al. 2004). Attempts have been made to enhance students’ procedural
understanding, with varying results (e.g. Buffler et al. 2001; Rollnick et al. 2002; Trumbull
et al. 2005; Van Rens et al. 2004).
As the problem of insufficient procedural understanding appears to be widespread, it is
not surprising to observe that Dutch students have difficulty in designing investigations
themselves (Smits et al. 2000) or formulating research questions (Van der Schee and
Rijborz 2003). In biology textbooks concepts like ‘fair testing’ and the relation between
question and conclusion often receive some attention, but the understanding and application
of the concepts of validity and reliability recieve less attention (Van Rens 2005).
An analysis of the quality of 169 student reports from six different Dutch high schools
led to the conclusion that in the majority of reports only a restricted understanding of
evidence was displayed (Schalk et al. 2009). Taking into account that these reports came
from schools where students did open-ended investigations – which is surely not the case in
every school – we assume that the overall situation in the Netherlands can benefit from
teaching and learning strategies that enhance the understanding of evidence.
Procedural Understanding
Understanding what counts as evidence in an investigation requires the ability to reason
scientifically. Although adults outperform adolescents and children in scientific reasoning
(Kuhn et al. 1988), even they do not always succeed in generating and interpreting
evidence, especially in situations that resemble real-world settings (Schauble 1996).
Scientific reasoning comprises hypothesis generation, experiment design and evidence
evaluation (Klahr 2000). However, answering a question about what counts as evidence
does not only require a reasoning about whether experimental data support a certain
conclusion, but also knowledge and understanding about how one creates circumstances to
obtain valid and reliable evidence. For instance, to generate a hypothesis, specific
knowledge of the scientific domain is needed, but also knowledge about how to formulate
testable hypotheses, possibly including competing hypotheses, is needed. To design
experiments and to investigate the natural world, knowledge about appropriate apparatus
and investigative methods as well as knowledge about the quality of measurements and
sample taking is required. Also, in order to evaluate evidence, not only logical inferences
between research question, hypothesis and obtained results have to be drawn, but also the
question has to be answered about how accurate the measurements and how reliable the
results are. These latter aspects of all three elements of scientific reasoning can be put under
the heading of ‘procedural understanding’. In scientific reasoning research these aspects are
often present, but mostly not considered explicitly (e.g. Lehrer et al. 2008). Gott and
Duggan (1995a, 1996) state that procedural understanding, together with conceptual
understanding, constitutes the foundation of ‘thinking scientifically’ and scientific
literacy.
We consider scientific reasoning at least to some extent equivalent to critical thinking.
Therefore, we can cite Bailin (2002, p. 373) with approval when she states: “It is the
adherence to criteria which is at the centre of thinking critically, and giving attention to
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explicating and applying the relevant criteria must be at the centre of attempts to foster
critical thinking in science.” And in our view, such criteria can be derived from a set of
concepts of evidence, which have been described in detail by Gott et al. (n.d.), to cover
procedural understanding of all aspects of scientific inquiry.
In their description of what they mean by concepts of evidence, Gott and Duggan
(1995a) emphasize that the concepts do not refer to the skill of, for instance, taking
measurements, but to the decisions that have to be made about what measurements to take,
how to take them and how many. This shows that concepts of evidence contain cognitive as
well as metacognitive components. These concepts can be used to make this attitude
operational: they can be used as tools to guard or ensure the quality of scientific inquiries
(Roberts and Gott 2002). Ensuring the quality of scientific inquiries is precisely what open-
ended research projects in Dutch biology education need.
From these concepts, we have derived a set of requirements or criteria for any inquiry. In
order to apply the set of criteria to the situation of Dutch biology education, some
adaptation was necessary. To be useful in Dutch biology education, they should fit all or at
least most of the types of student inquiries in biology. One type of inquiry that is common
in Dutch biology education, but seems to be lacking in the approach of Gott et al. (n.d.), is
the descriptive study of, for instance, an ecosystem or the behaviour of animals in a zoo.
Application of the criteria should therefore not be restricted to hypothesis testing
investigations, but should also cover the design and evaluation of descriptive studies.
Therefore, we have attempted to formulate the criteria in such a way that descriptive studies
as well as hypothesis testing investigations are included. The result is a set of 23 criteria
(see Table 1), not all of which will be applicable to every inquiry, but in our opinion every
inquiry can be evaluated with a subset.
Developing Procedural Understanding
Recognizing that criteria for the quality of investigations exist may be the first step in the
understanding of evidence, but a strategy should be added to get students to learn it. The
sociocultural perspective of apprenticeship (Collins et al. 1989; Lave 1997) provides a basis
for such a strategy. In science, meanings and explanations and theories are negotiated
within the scientific community. In science education, this is not different (e.g. Mortimer
and Scott 2003). Students will have to interact verbally with each other to develop
understanding of the criteria. As previously cited, Bailin (2002) stresses that it is the
adherence to criteria which is at the centre of thinking critically, and is at the centre of
ensuring quality of investigations. Therefore, if students learn to ensure the quality of their
investigations, we assume the following components will play a role:
– They should learn about criteria for the quality of investigations and determine how
these criteria should be applied in an investigation.
– They should apply these criteria in their own investigations; after all, they should learn
to do ‘good’ investigations and that requires carrying out investigations themselves.
– After carrying out an investigation, they should be able to evaluate whether the criteria
have been applied correctly. In other words: they should be able to reflect on their
investigations and judge whether it was good enough.
Consequently, ensuring the quality of investigations is a combination of knowing the
criteria for investigations, applying the criteria by carrying out an investigation and
reflecting on the criteria and the quality of the investigation. This is complex, and if
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students are to learn it, we can assume they will not learn it by doing it once. The
components of this learning process should be addressed several times.
Table 1 Twenty-three criteria to evaluate the quality of investigations
Related to the research question
1. A research question:
- consists only of unambiguous terms and formulations;
- is sufficiently specific and confined.
2. It is important to distinguish whether the research question demands a description or the testing of a
hypothesis.
Related to the hypothesis
3. A hypothesis should be formulated that fits the research question: it is an expected result or a possible
explanation.
4. The hypothesis should be testable.
5. It is (nearly) always possible to postulate more than one hypothesis.
6. Based on the hypothesis (and a number of assumptions), a prediction is formulated about which
observations or measurements can be expected (if the hypothesis [and the assumptions] is true, then …).
Related to the design of the enquiry
7. In descriptive studies, the features to be observed should be stated explicitly.
8. In hypothesis testing research, the dependent and the independent variables should be identified.
9. In hypothesis testing research, all other variables that may have an influence should be identified and kept
constant if possible.
10. In hypothesis testing research, a ‘control experiment’ should be included.
Related to observations and measurements
11. Observations and measurements should not influence the outcome of those observations or measurements
themselves, and any unavoidable influence must be made explicit.
12. The range and the intervals of the chosen values of the independent variable should match the expected
variation of the dependent variable.
13. The sensitivity of the instrument should be appropriate to the measurements to be taken.
14. The sample should be representative of the population
- large enough
- random or stratified, and the method of sampling should have nothing to do with the subject of research.
The number of measurements or observations should be large enough.
15. Aberrant or anomalous results should be examined to decide whether they should be used further (can
they be qualified as outliers?).
16. If measurements are averaged, it should be in accordance with the content.
17. One should only speak of differences between measurements if the difference is statistically significant.
Related to conclusions and explanation
18. The conclusions should match the research question and (in the case of hypothesis testing) the
hypothesis.
19. A correlation is not the same as a causal relationship.
20. It should be stated whether the explanation is causal (related to the causes) or functional (related to the
consequences).
Related to evaluation
21. If an enquiry is not carried out validly and reliably (in other words: if the preceding conditions are not
met), the results are open to dispute.
22. If possible, the results of the enquiry should be confirmed by data from other research.
23. The conclusion should be compared with accepted ideas (theories), common sense and experience.
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The relation between the components is depicted in Fig. 1. In this figure the components
are connected with two-ended arrows, with a large and a small tip. The large tips indicate
the most obvious way of proceeding through the triangle. The other way around is possible
as well, as indicated by the small tips. The interaction takes place at every stage.
The scheme of Fig. 1 puts emphasis on the activities students should carry out in
learning to ensure the quality of their investigations, but is not clear about the way the
criteria are ‘internalized’, i.e. how students take in the criteria in their mental structure and
develop procedural understanding. For this purpose the model of the ‘spiral formation of
mental actions’ of Galperin can be used, as put in a spiral scheme by Arievitch and Haenen
(2005; Fig. 2). Galperin worked out the concept of internalization, a core concept in
Vygotsky’s (1978) learning theory. Galperin (1969, 1989) argued that the internalization of
an action starts at the material level of concrete objects, then it is put into words at the
verbal level in forms of overt or covert speech, after which it can be raised to the mental
level of images, associations and concepts.
Applying this model to doing investigations it can be read as: orienting on the
investigation (what do you already know and what can you already do?), moving on to the
material level of carrying out an investigation, moving further on to the verbal level of
talking about the investigation to arriving at the mental level of thinking about an
investigation. For instance, in an investigation about the factors effecting plant growth,
students orient themselves by discussing which variables might influence plant growth.
They start to vary temperatures, colours of light, amounts of water and nutrients. In a
discussion, they find out that to make sense of the results they should compare situations in
which only one variable varies. By generalizing this criterion – ‘the dependent and
independent variables should be identified’ – it can be internalized. In a subsequent
investigation it then becomes a part of the orientation: what factors are we going to vary
and what factors will be kept constant?
The spiral form indicates a progressing internalization and control of an action, with a
simultaneous progressing quality. The progress is also shown by an improved ability of the
students to orient themselves, which leads to a better understanding and implementation of
the action. Step by step students become aware of the ‘ins and outs of an action’, and the
action becomes gradually abbreviated and automated. So, this model assumes that an action
that is first conducted at the material level can be ‘conceptualized’. In our example:
manipulating with several concrete factors in an investigation can lead to the concept of a
fair test, which is one of the concepts of evidence. This is an important assumption to
mention, because it can give clues for the arrangement of learning situations.
Fig. 1 Components of learning to ensure the quality of investigations
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Then, how can the processes depicted in Fig. 1 and the model of Fig. 2 be combined to
understand how students internalize the criteria? The simplest way seems to be: using the
criteria, talking about the criteria and internalizing the criteria. However, since verbal
interaction takes place in every step in Fig. 1, and internalization cannot be observed
directly, it is not that simple. We think a combination of the two processes can be found in
distinguishing three levels of talking, as described by Mortimer and Scott (2000, 2003) in
their analytical framework for interactions in science lessons.
– Description relates to utterances about specific objects, systems or phenomena in terms
of their composition, value etc., i.e.: “You cannot tell whether these plants grew faster
because they got more light or because they got more water.”
– Explanation relates to utterances that bring in some theoretical notion or model to
explain a specific phenomenon, i.e.: “Only when just the amount of light is different
you can see its influence.”
– Generalization relates to utterances which are not related to one specific context, i.e.:
“You should vary only one variable at a time.”
Figure 3 shows the combination of Mortimer and Scott’s framework with the model of
Galperin, where the initial orientation is called problematization and the subsequent
orientation is called application, because at that point concepts are applied to a new
situation. In this study we use this combination as a basis for analyzing student interaction.
We use this combined model as part of our framework to understand the ways in which
students internalize the criteria. It might suggest a simple or linear - ‘idealized’ - way of
progressing from the material through the verbal to the mental level, but there is no
assumption in the model that the transitions between the levels will always occur or will
occur automatically. If that were the case, why bother about an adequate teaching and
Fig. 2 Galperin’s ‘spiral formation of mental actions’ according to Arievitch and Haenen (2005)
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learning strategy? Students will encounter trouble explaining a phenomenon or
generalizing an explanation, as any teacher will confirm. Additionally, it is not an
individual process. The interaction central in Fig. 1 has been left out in Fig. 3, but that
does not mean that the internalization takes place in isolation. And although we are aware
that it is a model that tries to reflect reality and it is not reality itself (Giere 2001), our
main goal is not to evaluate this model, but to understand and optimize a part of science
education. We think this model can help us understand how students learn and hence how
this learning might be stimulated.
Two Ways of Reflection
In the APU problem-solving model, which was used to assess the quality of pupils
investigative work at ages 13 and 15 (Gott and Murphy 1987), the evaluation of method
and results is an essential final step which can lead to change in research question, design or
technique. In writing about this model, Gott and Duggan (1995a, p. 43) state: “This
continuous reflection on the design and implementation in the light of the problem as set
and the requirement of the data to answer it is the single most important factor missing in
pupils’ work, in all investigations and at all ages.” Therefore, while doing investigations it
is important that students verbalize and generalize the quality of investigations: they should
reflect on what they are doing, that is, reflect on the quality of their own investigations.
However, in designing reflective learning activities we encountered some dilemmas. These
dilemmas are about the content, the initiative and the moment of reflection.
Fig. 3 Galperin’s ‘spiral formation of mental actions’ applied to the development of understanding of
evidence
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Content Should the teacher ask students to reflect on every selected criterion, or only those
that are relevant to their own investigations? Both Millar et al. (1994) and Séré (2002)
regard the procedural understanding as a knowledge base which (therefore) should be
taught explicitly. However, for instance, is raising the concept of dependent and
independent variables sensible and fruitful if a student is not handling that concept in his
own investigation?
Initiative Should the teacher wait to reflect on the quality of their investigations until
students question it themselves or should he/she raise questions about quality when he/she
thinks it is relevant? The first option carries the risk that they will not reflect on anything at
all, the second seems to conflict with the idea of self-guidance of the students.
Moment Should the teacher interrupt the investigations of students for a moment of
reflection or should he/she search for moments in the margin of their investigations?
Within the group of teachers and researchers involved in designing the teaching and
learning strategy, consensus was found about the second dilemma only: the initiative
should not rest exclusively with the students; the teacher should take the initiative to
reflect as well.
With respect to the other two dilemmas we could not decide whether the students should
reflect on the quality of their investigations while carrying out the investigations, or should
they be asked to take a step aside; that is, to reflect on the quality of another investigation,
to derive criteria from this reflection, and to apply those criteria to their own investigations.
These two ways of reflecting are called reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action by
Schön (1983). Reflection-in-action is a process that takes place during an activity and helps
to direct the activity:
“There is some puzzling, or troubling, or interesting phenomenon with which the
individual is trying to deal. As he tries to make sense of it, he also reflects on the
understandings which have been implicit in his action, understandings which he
surfaces, criticizes, restructures, and embodies in further action. It is this entire
process of reflection-in-action which is central to the ‘art’ by which practitioners
sometimes deal with situations of uncertainty, instability, uniqueness, and value
conflict.” (Schön 1983, p. 50)
In short, reflection-in-action is posing questions like ‘what am I doing?’, ‘why am I
doing it?’, and ‘will this lead to the desired result?’ The fact that they (principally, see Roth
2009) cannot know the answer to this last question with certainty does not prevent them
from posing it. If an action is fully internalized and abbreviated to a more or less automated
operation, reflection-in-action does not take place. However, students in our study are not
‘automatically’ using criteria while carrying out investigations. But even then, this type of
reflection can be prompted by a ‘breakdown’ (Koschmann et al. 1998) or by a question
from someone else, e.g. a teacher. So, in our study, reflection-in-action is initiated and
directed by (‘breakdowns’ in) the investigations of the students or by questions from the
teacher during the investigative process. Typically, reflection-on-action takes place after the
activity has been finished or interrupted and poses questions like ‘what did I do?’, ‘was it
good enough?’, and ‘should I do it in another way the next time?’ Or, in the case the action
was carried out by others, the questions would be ‘what did they do?’, etc. Consequently, in
our study, reflection-on-action is initiated and directed by assignments in which (parts of)
other investigations are questioned.
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We have studied the effects of both types of reflection by designing two slightly different
strategies, the reflection-in-action (RIA) strategy and the reflection-on-action (ROA)
strategy. These strategies will be described in the design section of this article.
Research Context and Focus
Our main concern is the design of teaching and learning strategies in order to enhance
students’ abilities to evaluate the quality of their investigations and develop procedural
understanding. We consider our research as design research (Brown 1992; Collins et al.
2004; Van den Akker et al. 2006). Design research can be characterized as interventionist,
iterative, process oriented, utility oriented, and theory oriented (Van den Akker et al.
2006).
The study reported here is part of a larger study about the feasibility and effectiveness of
the developed strategies to enhance students’ abilities to evaluate the quality of
investigations (Schalk 2006). Elsewhere we have reported on other aspects of this study,
particularly on the learning outcomes (Schalk et al. 2009), which we will summarize here.
Before and after the project, a test, focused on the use of criteria for good investigations in
the evaluation of other investigations, was administered and the articles as well as the drafts
versions of the articles were analyzed with regard to the use of these criteria. The results
showed (1) that the post-test scores were significantly higher than the pre-test scores,
with greater differences in the ROA strategy, and (2) that the students who had had
the most time in class to spend on their own investigations and had received written
feedback from their teachers (the RIA strategy) were better in applying the criteria to
their own investigations. Since the focus of the test was on the use of criteria in the
evaluation of other investigations, we concluded that both strategies enhance this
ability, but that the ROA strategy seems slightly better in this respect. To find out
how both strategies contribute to the enhancement of this ability we try to analyze the
ways of development of procedural understanding, and in particular the effect of the
reflection tasks. Therefore, focus of this article is on the process of reflection as part
of the intended strategies.
Research Questions
The main question to be answered in this article is: How do pre-university students develop
procedural understanding, i.e. how do they acquire criteria for the evaluation of the quality
of investigations when carrying out investigations in biology; can the spiral of description,
explanation and generalization be observed?
A subsequent question is: How is the process stimulated best: by reflection-in-action or
by reflection-on-action?
Design of the Study
Design research “uses ongoing in situ monitoring of the failure or success of (alternative
versions of) some designed artefact (software, curricular intervention, tutoring sessions,
etc.) to provide immediate (and accumulating) feedback on its viability, its ‘learning theory’
or ‘hypothetical learning trajectory’.” (Kelly 2006¸ p. 107). Collins et al. (2004, p. 20–21)
list several aspects in which design research methodology differs from laboratory
studies. An important goal is to look at different aspects of the design and develop a
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qualitative and quantitative profile that characterizes the design in practice. In our
study we focus on the development and application of criteria in relation to ways of
students’ reflection. Another characteristic of design research is the contribution of
different participants to the design, in order to bring their different sorts of expertise
into the production and analysis (ibid, p. 22). In our study teachers were explicitly
involved in the designing and refining of the project.
Our design research project was carried out in two research cycles (cf. Boersma et al.
2005; Schalk 2006). In this article we describe part of the second research cycle.
Samples
Our study was carried out in two schools for pre-university education, one school in
Amsterdam, and the other school in Amstelveen. Students from the school in Amsterdam
mostly came from upper middle class families, whereas the students from the school in
Amstelveen came from all kinds of social classes. In each school a teacher with more than
5 years of experience in biology teaching instructed the students. The students were in the
11th grade, age 16 or 17, with a total of 50 students. Besides the subject of biology, nearly
all students in our study also did mathematics, physics and chemistry. All students had
some experience in doing investigations, although not of the open-ended character as in this
study. In earlier projects, some aspects of the quality of investigations had been addressed,
like the formulation of research questions, the testing of hypotheses, the accuracy of
measurements, the link between the research question and the conclusion, and the reliability
of an investigation (Schalk 2006).
In each school one group of students followed the ROA strategy and another group
followed the RIA strategy. The lessons of the different groups were not at the same time, so
the teachers could give each group their full attention.
The allocation of the students to the groups was done by their teachers, after a
request from the researchers to construct two groups as equal as possible with regard
to achievement and interest in biology. Within each ROA and RIA group, two couples
of students (in the RIA group in Amsterdam one couple and one trio) were selected
to be studied more closely by audio-taping all their conversations in class, making a
total of eight small groups including 17 students. These students were selected by the
Table 2 Size, composition and achievement of the groups of students in the classes in Amsterdam and
Amstelveen and of the selected small groups
All students Reflection-on-action Reflection-in-action Average pretest score
(% of maximum)
School in Amsterdam 10 (4♀, 6♂) 11 (6♀, 5♂) 53





School in Amsterdam 4 (2♀, 2♂) 5 (3♀, 2♂) 54
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teacher and were average with regard to achievement and interest compared to the
classes as a whole. The achievements on the pre-test -which is referred to earlier, see
Schalk et al. (2009)- were comparable for the classes, the RIA and ROA groups as well
as for the selected small groups (see Table 2).
The Inquiry Project
How does the above described theoretical framework lead to the design of teaching and
learning strategies for learning to ensure the quality of investigations? We derived the
following design principles.
– The teaching and learning strategies are focused on procedural understanding, i.e.
knowledge about and understanding of the quality of investigations, not on substantive
knowledge and understanding; the conceptual content is formed by the knowledge base
of the concepts of evidence (Millar et al. 1994; Séré 2002).
– To stimulate motivation for learning about the quality of investigations, students can
choose their own subject and research question: what do they really want to know?
This ‘ownership’ is known to enhance students’ involvement (Dudley-Marling and
Searle 1995).
– Students carry out an investigation of their own, in which they are allowed to make
most choices by themselves. As Gott and Duggan (1995b, p. 144) state: In extended,
open-ended investigations students “. . . will be required to synthesize all of these ideas
into an overall solution”. Here, ‘ideas’ stand for the concepts of evidence.
– There are many opportunities for interaction: students work in small groups of two or
three and the teacher is available for questions and feedback.
– The acquisition of knowledge is stimulated by reflection on the quality of their own
investigations; this is done by appealing to what they already know and can do.
The inquiry project was carried out in two versions: (1) using the reflection-in-action
(RIA) strategy and (2) using the reflection-on-action (ROA) strategy.
The nine-lesson project started in both versions with an introductory lesson to provide a
common basis about what should be understood by ‘good investigations’ based upon what
the students already knew. Most of the lesson was filled with a whole-class discussion
about designing an investigation. At the end of that lesson students were provided with a
booklet to support their inquiry project. The booklet contained a description of various
types of inquiry and a selection of the criteria to evaluate the quality of an investigation,
based on the concepts of evidence. The reason to limit the number of criteria lies in the fact
that addressing 23 criteria in one investigation project is not feasible for both the teacher
and the students. The selection of criteria was made in collaboration with a forum of
experienced teachers, including the teachers in the project. Criteria were selected about how
to formulate a good research question (criteria nos. 1 and 18, Table 1), about hypothesis
testing (nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6), about controlling variables and taking samples (nos. 8, 9, 10 and
14), and about reliability and validity (21). These selected concepts constitute the core of
the hypothetical-deductive method used in most biology investigations (Allen and Baker
2001), in combination with an emphasis on reliability and validity (Gott et al. n.d.).
In both strategies students carried out an investigation in small groups of two or three.
The small groups formulated their own research questions and made their own research
designs. Because the selection of criteria was centred around the hypothetical-deductive
method, students were asked to design a hypothesis testing investigation. The subject of the
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investigation could be anything within the scope of biology, for instance, the effect of anti-
bacterial mouthwash on the amount of bacteria on teeth after different periods of time, the
relation between the smoking behaviour of students and that of their parents, or the relation
between age and the functioning of short-term memory. During eight lessons students were
working on their projects in class. Additionally, they carried out parts of their investigations
at other moments: in school, at home or in the field. Only in class could they ask questions
of their teacher.
In both strategies, students reported the design and results of their investigations in a
‘scientific’ article, for which guidelines were given in their booklet.
In the ROA teaching and learning strategy, reflection-on-action was stimulated by
giving reflection tasks to the students. Four times, students were temporarily diverted from
their own investigations, but afterwards they were prompted to reflect on their own
investigations with the criteria that resulted from the task given. All selected criteria were
addressed. Each task presented a problem at the concrete level, asked students to give a
solution and to explain why it was a solution, and contained a question about which general
criteria for good investigations could be derived from the given problem and its solution.
Students carried out the tasks together talking about it in their small groups. Afterwards,
every group discussed the task with the teacher.
The first task was about how to formulate a good research question (concepts nos. 1
and 18): three research questions were presented to the students and they were asked
which is best and why. From their answers criteria concerning the formulation of
research questions were derived and students were asked to reflect on their own
research question using these criteria. The second task was about hypothesis testing
(concepts nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6), and the third about controlling variables and taking
samples (concepts nos. 8, 9, 10 and 14). In the fourth task students were invited to give
oral comments on draft versions of each other’s research reports, by using the criteria
(especially concept no. 21).
In the RIA teaching and learning strategy, questions about how to conduct a good
investigation were raised – either by the teacher or by the students – when the quality of the
ongoing investigations of the students themselves asked for it, for example: “What do you
mean by ‘prediction’?”, “So, how do you measure reproduction [of bacteria]?” or “How
certain are you about your conclusion and why?” In the RIA teaching and learning strategy,
the students also received written feedback about their own investigations twice. The first
time they received feedback on their research plans, the second time on their draft reports.
In these comments the teachers incorporated remarks related to the criteria, especially to the
selected ones, which were the same as those addressed in the reflection tasks. For example:
“What are the dependent and the independent variables in your investigation?” or “Why
have you measured this amount twice?”
The assignment of carrying out an open-ended investigation like this draws heavily on
the students’ abilities. They have to choose a subject in the scope of biology of which they
must have developed enough substantive knowledge to come up with a sensible research
question; they must design an investigation, so they should have acquired a range of
possible research methods and the skills to perform these methods; they are expected to be
curious and display a scientific attitude; and they should have developed enough procedural
understanding to ensure the quality of the investigation, in parts and as a whole. The fact
that our interest is focused on the development of procedural understanding does not mean
that the other factors are of no importance, on the contrary. However, this complex demand
on students’ abilities follows from our choice for open-ended investigations about a
student-chosen subject in order to provide opportunities to “synthesize all of these ideas
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(about evidence, [author]) together into an overall solution” (Gott and Duggan 1995b,
p. 144). Furthermore, since the substantive demand of an investigative task does not seem
to affect the contribution of procedural knowledge (Glaesser et al. 2009a), we assume that
the demand for other abilities will not greatly influence the ways of developing
procedural understanding.
Instruction of the Teachers
Both teachers participated in the first and the second research cycle. Part of the evaluation
of the first cycle was an evaluation with the teachers of the teacher behaviour. After this
evaluation both teachers had –according to their reactions– a clear understanding of the
ROA and the RIA strategy and the expected teacher behaviour. That behaviour can be
characterized as: stimulating reflection-in-action during the project by discussing the
students’ investigations, either by initiating discussion themselves or in reaction to students’
questions; and focusing in conversations on the criteria for good investigations by asking
questions about criteria explicitly.
Methods of Scoring and Analyzing
All conversations in class –with or without the teacher participating– of the eight small
groups (17 students) were audio-taped and transcribed. The conversations were divided into
episodes on the basis of subject or participants, for instance, a new episode started when
students shifted their conversation from the design of their investigation to the way to get
the teacher’s attention, or when the teacher joined the group.
All episodes were divided into utterances, as units of speech in spoken language, which
is our unit of analysis. Utterances were bounded on the basis of who was speaking and what
he or she was talking about. When one speaker was interrupted by another speaker, both
parts of the interrupted utterance were counted as one (e.g. utterance 65 in Table 3),
whereas when a speaker was talking for a long time (e.g. the teacher), or was changing, for
instance, from description to explanation, this fragment of speech was divided into several
utterances. The methodology is qualitative and primarily focused on the semantic content,
but also took into account the relationships among language and context (Lemke 1998).
The fact that the utterances are written down as if only one person at a time was speaking
does not fully mirror reality, nor does the fact that most non-verbal communication is left
out. Nevertheless, we agree with Ochs (1979) that it is adequate for adult-adult
conversations in which most utterances are related to the previous ones, and with Mortimer
and Scott (2003) that talk between teacher and students, or among students, shares this
adult feature.
All utterances of students and teachers were analyzed by two independent
researchers. The first distinction was whether the utterances (in their verbal and non-
verbal context) had a relation to the quality of investigations or not. All the utterances
that had such a relation (3943 in total) were analyzed further with respect to the criteria
they were related to. The proportion of the number of utterances about which there was
agreement between both researchers was calculated (0.79), as was Cohen’s kappa for
inter-rater agreement (0.58). After that, the researchers discussed their analyses until
consensus was reached. A second distinction of the utterances was whether they
contained a problematization, a description, an explanation, a generalization or an
application (proportion agreement = 0.84; Cohens’ kappa = 0.64; discussion until
consensus). These categories were described as:
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Table 3 Scoring of a transcript of a part of an episode of a classroom discussion. In the right hand column
three patterns of utterances are mentioned, one in italics, one in bold scores, and one in non-italic, non-bold;
the constitutive utterances are also indicated by italics or bold scores. The discussion is about the question of
how to investigate whether blond girls are less smart than other girls
Epi Utt Speaker Text Cat/crit Pattern
04 47 Teacher Are there perhaps other things that influence …, except age? P9
48 Student 1 Yes, for instance, it depends on whether you only
consider people in pre-university education, or …
D9
49 Student 2 Criminal background. D9
50 Teacher Ah, education! D9
51 Student 3 But education should not be of influence either, actually P9
52 Student 4 [inaudible]
53 Teacher I saw a hand raised over there …
54 Student 5 Yes. How long is … is your IQ …? P9
55 Teacher How tall* they are, those girls? No. D9
56 Student 4 Your brain size? P9
57 Teacher That kind of things. But you wanted to ask something? D9
58 Student 5 But an IQ-test, once it is administered, is it for the rest
of your life, so to speak …?
P9
59 Teacher Martin says it is. D9
60 Student 2 Yes, it is not …
61 Student 5 I mean …, does it always stay the same, doesn’t it
change in the course of time, in the course of years?
P9
62 Teacher An IQ-test actually measures what you are capable of
and not how much you know or something, like that.
E9 PDPE9
►DE9
63 Teacher Ehm, well, we are a little stuck then with that problem.
ain’t we? Then, ehm, what education should those
girls have or doesn’t that matter?
P9
64 Student 2 No, because you will notice that, right, no. No. D9
65 Teacher I don’t know, just tell me. How … P9
66 Student 6 No.
(65) Teacher … how are you going to put together those groups,
how will they look like?
P14
Now for [student 6].
67 Student 6 The best will be if [inaudible] [probably student 6 says
that it would be best to take twins, one of which is
blond and one is not].
D9
68 Student 5 That won’t go. P9
69 Teacher Well, it can. But it is just seldom occurs, indeed. D9
70 Student 2 Mutate!
71 Student 6 Well, a twin, but non-identical, then. That are the same
[inaudible]
E9
72 Teacher Okay, so you say …, So, you say, best would be if you –
because a group of one is a little small – if you have
bin ovular twins, you split them in two, and you carry
out your investigation with them. That is possible, but it
would be nicer if you would have … a hundred of them.
D14
73 Student 6 But two …
74 Teacher But what would those groups look like? Unfortunately,
I think a bin ovular twin will be difficult.
P14 PDP14
►D14
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& Problematization (P): a student or a teacher poses a question or signals a problem for
which an answer or solution is required.
& Description (D): a student or a teacher describes a possible answer or solution to a
specific problem.
& Explanation (E): a student or a teacher explains what the idea or principle behind a
specific answer or solution is.
& Generalization (G): a student or a teacher formulates a general criterion or rule.
& Application (A): a specific or general answer or solution is applied to a new problem or
in a new context.
The percentages of utterances in these categories in conversations in different situations
(e.g. RIA versus ROA) were analyzed for significant difference using the 95% confidence
interval: 1.96 times the square root of the sum of the squares of the standard errors, see e.g.
Witte and Witte (2004).
In Table 3 a part of an episode is shown to illustrate the method of analysis. It is a part of
the classroom discussion in the first lesson about how to investigate whether blond girls are
less smart than other girls. The fragment starts with a question from the teacher for more
influencing factors – that one should keep all factors constant or kept under control, even
though the specific criterion (no. 9, see Table 1) has not been mentioned explicitly – except
the age of the girls which has been mentioned earlier in the episode. This problematization
(scored as P9) is followed by the description of some concrete factors mentioned by
students (utterances 48, 49 and 56, scored as D9) and asserted by the teacher (50, 57, also
scored as D9). Student 3, in his turn, problematizes these factors (51, P9). Then, suddenly,
another issue arises. The question of student 5 (54) is at first misunderstood by the teacher
(55), but after the student reformulates the problem (58), the teacher understands what it is
about, i.e. whether IQ is age-dependent. This can also be interpreted as a reference to
concept no. 9, because it is about the factors influencing the testing of one’s IQ. This
question reverts to a discussion that took place prior to this fragment. Therefore, the teacher
refers to something that has been said earlier by Martin (59); as student 5 insists, the teacher
explains the idea behind an IQ-test (62, scored as E9). The fact that this is incorrect (IQ can
change) does not matter for the scoring. Then, the teacher picks up the previous line of
discussion (63, P9) and broadens it to the composition of a sample (65, scored as P14).
Student 6 then comes with a suggestion to control the influence of other factors: use twins,
one of which is blond and the other is not (67, she speaks rather softly and what she says
exactly cannot be heard on the recording; however, from the continuation can be derived
what she probably said). As student 5 problematizes her suggestion (68, P9), the teacher
contradicts it and student 6 explains what she means (71, E9). The teacher picks up the
Table 3 (continued)
Epi Utt Speaker Text Cat/crit Pattern
(73) Student 6 … bin ovular twins also just have the same background,
same … education …
E9
75 Teacher So you say, ehm, okay, the members of both groups, the
blond and the other one, should correspond, in
everything, age, background ..
G9 [PD]6EG9
►DEG9
Epi episode, utt utterance, cat categorization [in which P problematization, D description, E explanation, G
generalization, A application], crit criterion [where the number refers to the list in Table 1]. *: in Dutch, the
word for ‘long’ and ‘tall’ is the same
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suggestion, but problematizes whether you can get enough of those twins (72, P9).
Interrupted by the teacher, who switches to the question of sample composition (73, P14),
student 6 explains it again and more extendedly (74, E9), which is then picked up and
generalized by the teacher (75, scored as G9).
In a series of utterances patterns can be observed. If in an episode, a concept of evidence
is discussed on the descriptive, the explanatory as well as the general level, we call it a
complete pattern. In Table 3, the discussion about influencing factors is such a pattern. If
only two of those three levels occur, we call it an incomplete pattern, for example, the
discussion about the IQ-test in Table 3 (indicated by scores in italics that constitute the
pattern). A rudimentary pattern includes only one of those three levels, like the utterances
about sample composition which (indicated by bold scores). The category ‘problem-
atization’ is not incorporated in the scoring of the patterns, because this can occur at any
level. And in our scoring, the presence of application is not necessary for a complete
pattern. If more than one utterance in a certain category is observed in a pattern about a
certain concept of evidence, this is ignored. So, the rudimentary pattern of PDP14 is scored
as D14, the incomplete pattern of PDPE9 is scored as DE9, and the complete pattern of
[PD]6EG9 is scored as DEG9. Table 4 lists which patterns of utterances are scored in these
categories.
Findings
The first remark can be that we succeeded in categorizing utterances with respect to the
criteria and the levels in Fig. 3, with sufficient inter-rater reliability.
The results of the categorization of all the utterances of students and teachers working in
small groups are shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that some criteria were more often the
subject of discussion than others. Especially the criteria concerning the research question
(no. 1, see Table 1) and the variables (nos. 8 and 9) were often addressed; the concepts
concerning the hypothesis (nos. 3 and 4) and the ways of measuring (nos. 12 and 13) were
popular as well. The overarching criterion no. 21 was only seldom discussed. This
observation holds as well for the conversations about the students’ investigations (Fig. 4,
top) as well as for the conversations concerning the reflection tasks (Fig. 4, bottom). So, not
surprising, most conversations were about the criteria that were selected to be explicitly
addressed in the project –as emphasized in the teachers’ written feedback and the reflection
tasks- but other criteria were discussed as well and some criteria, although included in the
selection, were not very often discussed.
Complete patterns Incomplete patterns Rudimentary patterns
DEGA DEA GEA D
DEG DE GE E
GEDA DGA GDA G
GED DG GD
otherwise complete EGA EDA
EG ED
otherwise incomplete
Table 4 Scoring categories of
complete, incomplete and
rudimentary patterns
D description, E explanation, G
generalization, A application
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The distribution of the utterances over the five categories problematization, description,
explanation, generalization and application is also shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the
majority of the utterances are at the concrete level of problematizing and describing. In the
conversations about the reflection tasks the contribution of explanatory utterances is higher,
which is not surprising, because these tasks explicitly ask for explanation and generalization.
An important question is by whom the different types of utterances were made. This is
shown in Fig. 5. The majority of the teachers’ utterances were problematizing (Table 5 and
Fig. 5, outer circles). This means the teachers did what they were supposed to do: asking the
students questions to stimulate them to describe, explain and generalize. The students did give
answers (middle circles), but most of these were at the descriptive level. Most of the
explanations, generalizations and applications came from the teachers (17.8% of their total [117
utterances] to 7.6% [57] of the students). In mutual conversations between students also,
relatively few utterances at the explanatory or general level were observed (inner circles, 6.8%,
103 utterances). So, these conversations also remained merely at the concrete level of
problematizing and describing the ins and outs of the investigations. For instance, one couple
discussed howmany people they should interrogate about smoking behaviour without referring
Fig. 4 Numbers of utterances (of all students and teachers together) about different criteria for evidence (cf.
Table 1) in the categories Problematization, Description, Explanation, Generalization and Application. Top:
utterances concerning students’ own investigations; bottom: utterances concerning the reflection tasks
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to the concept of a representative sample, but only thinking of practicability, i.e. howmuch time
they had and how many 11th graders there were in their school.
As already noted, in the conversations about the reflection tasks which were constructed to
stimulate explanation and generalization, the percentages of utterances in the categories
explanation, generalization and application were significantly higher (Fig. 5, right, and Table 5).
If the data of the conversations about students’ own investigations are divided into the
ROA and the RIA strategies (Fig. 6 and Table 6), it can be seen that the teachers did not
make more explanations, generalizations or applications in one strategy compared to
the other, but the students who had done the reflection tasks (i.e. the ROA strategy)
made significantly more explanatory and generalizing utterances in their conversations
with the teachers about their own investigations, (Fig. 6, middle respectively outer
Fig. 5 Categorization of utterances of teachers talking to students (T-S, outer circles), of students talking to
teachers (S-T, middle circles), and of students talking to students (S-S, inner circles) in conversations about
their own investigations (OI, left, 2922 utterances) and in conversations about reflection tasks (RT, right,
1021 utterances). P: problematization; D: description; E: explanation; G: generalization; A: application
Table 5 Percentages of utterances in the categories problematization, description, explanation, generalization,
and application in conversations about students’ own investigations or about the reflection tasks
Teacher to student Student to teacher Student to student
Category pOI (%) pRT (%) pRT -pOI pOI (%) pRT (%) pRT -pOI pOI (%) pRT (%) pRT -pOI
P 55.3 50.6 −4.6 37.0 37.0 −0.1 46.9 47.0 0.1
D 26.9 17.7 −9.1* 55.4 48.2 −7.2* 46.3 43.8 −2.5
E 15.1 23.9 8.8* 5.7 9.6 4.0* 5.9 6.5 0.6
G 1.8 7.1 5.3* 1.5 3.2 1.8 0.7 2.8 2.0*
A 0.9 0.6 −0.3 0.4 1.9 1.5 0.2 0.0 −0.2
E + G + A 17.9 31.6 13.8* 7.5 14.8 7.3* 6.8 9.3 2.4
N 1511 400 756 311 655 310
P problematization, D description, E explanation, G generalization, A application, N number of utterances,
pOI percentage in conversations about students’ own investigations, pRT percentage in conversations about
the reflection tasks; *: p<0.05 (significance: the absolute difference is greater than the 95% reliability
interval, calculated by 1.96 * sqrt{pOI * [100-pOI]/[NOI-1] + pRT * [100-pRT]/[NRT-1]})
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circles and Table 6). In students’ mutual conversations, no significant difference was
observed between the two teaching and learning strategies (Fig. 6, inner circles and
Table 6).
The observed patterns of utterances in the different categories reflect the emphasis on the
descriptive level (Fig. 7). Only very few complete (consisting of D, E and G) and a
minority of incomplete (consisting of two of these three categories, see Table 4) patterns
were observed; the majority consisted of rudimentary (consisting of only one category)
patterns. The majority of the incomplete patterns and nearly all complete patterns occur in
conversations between teacher and students, and nearly no complete patterns were observed
in the conversations between students.
Fig. 6 Categorization of utterances of teachers talking to students (T-S, outer circles), of students talking to
teachers (S-T, middle circles), and of students talking to students (S-S, inner circles) in conversations about
their own investigations. Left: students from the group which followed the reflection-on-action strategy
(ROA, 1658 utterances); Right: students from the group which followed the reflection-in-action strategy
(RIA, 1264 utterances). P: problematization; D: description; E: explanation; G: generalization; A: application
Table 6 Percentages of utterances in the categories problematization, description, explanation, generalization,
and application in conversations about students’ own investigations in both strategies



















P 59.6 53.2 −6.5 36.3 37.4 1.1 46.8 47.1 0.3
D 23.9 28.3 4.3 50.4 58.0 7.6* 47.3 45.1 −2.2
E 14.6 15.4 0.8 9.0 4.0 −5.0* 4.9 7.0 2.1
G 1.4 2.0 0.6 3.5 0.4 −3.1* 0.9 0.6 −0.3
A 0.5 1.1 0.7 0.8 0.2 −0.6 0.1 0.3 0.2
E + G + A 16.4 18.6 2.1 13.3 4.6 8.7* 5.9 7.8 1.9
N 213 442 256 500 795 716
P problematization, D description, E explanation, G generalization, A application, N number of utterances,
pROA percentage in the reflection-on-action strategy, pRIA percentage in the reflection-in-action strategy; *:
p<0.05 (significance: the absolute difference is greater than the 95% reliability interval, calculated by 1.96
* sqrt{pROA * [100-pROA]/[NROA-1] + pRIA * [100-pRIA]/[NRIA-1]})
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Conclusions and Implications
Describing, Explaining and Generalizing
The first research question was how pre-university students develop procedural under-
standing, i.e. how they acquire criteria for the evaluation of the quality of investigations,
and whether the spiral of description, explanation and generalization could be observed in
the practice of students carrying out an inquiry project in biology. Although we succeeded
in categorizing the utterances, complete patterns of reasoning in the utterances that include
description, explanation as well as generalization were not often found in the conversations
of the 17 students we observed. Especially in their mutual conversations students hardly
surpassed the level of description. Furthermore, in conversations in which the teacher was
present, most of the explanations and generalizations were not made by the students but by
the teacher. Yet, the majority of the utterances of the teacher falls in the category of
problematizing. So, even in a dialogic discourse (Mortimer and Scott 2003), where teacher
and students can both contribute to meaning making, the students rarely enter the higher
levels. The near absence of utterances on the explanatory and general level is reflected in a
majority of rudimentary patterns: instead of a spiral movement that leads to higher levels of
understanding, students swing to and fro between problematizing and describing at the
concrete level of their own investigations. In general, only when the teacher participates
explanations and generalizations enter the conversations. Consequently, the conclusion is that
the ‘spiral formation of mental actions’ could only be observed in the presence of the teacher.
Only then the complete patterns occurred in which description as well as explanation and
generalization are interconnected. Therefore, his or her presence appears to be indispensable
and crucial for stimulating the development of procedural understanding. This means that the
social plane on which meaning making takes place should include the teacher: he or she is
making the ‘scientific story’ available (Ogborn et al. 1996; Mortimer and Scott 2003).
Does this conclusion mean that ‘doing science’ is not the right way or is not enough to
realize the internalization of the criteria for evidence? This would be in line with the
statement by Lederman cited in our introductory section. But we tried, by explicitly
stimulating reflection on criteria, that what our students did, would be more than just ‘doing
science’. Then, does it mean that a more ‘instructive’ approach is needed to get the criteria
across? We think this leads to implications for the teacher’s role in the guidance of students’
investigations, which will be discussed in a following section.
Fig. 7 Categorization of patterns of utterances in conversations about students’ own investigations between
teacher and students (T-S, outer circles) and among students (S-S, inner circles). Left: all conversations (TOT,
672 patterns); centre: conversations in the reflection-on-action strategy (ROA, 287 patterns); right:
conversations in the reflection-in-action strategy (RIA, 385 patterns). R: rudimentary patterns; I: incomplete
patterns; C: complete patterns
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The Role of Reflection
The second research question was whether a difference could be observed between the two
teaching and learning strategies with regard to stimulating explanations and generalizations.
It appeared that the reflection tasks in the ROA strategy on their own did not
stimulate students to explain and generalize, but that the conversations with the
teacher about the tasks did. And they did significantly more than the conversations
about the investigations of the students. Still, even then the majority of the
explanations and generalizations came from the teacher. However, in their conversa-
tions about their own investigations, students who did the reflection tasks explained
and generalized significantly more than students who did not do the tasks. This might
be explained by the fact that the teacher has a ‘point of reference’, as can be seen in
the following transcript, in which he addresses the criterion “hypothesis should be
testable” (criterion no. 4, Table 1). The research question of the student is whether boys
can type faster than girls, with a possible explanation that boys spend more time behind
the computer than girls. The teacher refers to reflection task 2, which is about behaviour
of gazelles.
Teacher: My question, with which I started, was “Is it testable?” P4
Student: Yes.
Teacher: How do you know?
Student: What do you exactly mean by testable? P4
Teacher: Whether you can test the hypothesis. P4
Student: That it is feasible? P4
Teacher: That is what I wanted to say …, well, an investigation is feasible, a hypothesis, you test. E4
Student: Yes, I think so, because you just time it to see how fast it’s all going and you let them fill in
how many hours a day or how much time a day they sit behind the computer. And then you
start working on it and if it then, if it then shows that boys are much faster. You first only
look at the time and after that you look at the number of hours that they then sit behind the
computer. So I think it is testable.
E4
Teacher: Yes, because what in the example with the gazelle made …, what makes that hypothesis
testable? At which moment does the researcher know, I can test the hypotheses?
P4
Student: Here. [points at the place in reflection task 2 where the observation is described] D4
Teacher: That was afterwards already, this? This is an observation already. P4
Student: You mean before, when he makes the hypotheses? P4
Teacher: Yes. Before he goes into the field.




Student: So you can think, that is testable. E4




Teacher: So that, at the moment you have that, and when there is a clear distinction in it of course,
because yes, … then you know in any case that your hypothesis meets the criterion, it is
testable.
G4
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We can now reconsider the dilemmas related to the ways of reflection we encountered
when designing the teaching and learning strategies. The dilemma of content –should the
reflection be restricted to the criteria that students run into themselves?– tends towards a
‘no’. The teachers asked questions on any of the selected criteria in relation to the students’
investigations, especially in the written feedback, and also in the cases students themselves
did not problematize. The dilemma of initiative –do you wait to reflect until students
question the quality of their investigations themselves?– was not a dilemma for the
designers; it should be done and it was done by the teacher. But it deserves a remark
here that the written feedback of the teachers in the RIA strategy and the fourth
reflection task, where students gave oral comments to their peers, was highly
appreciated by the students. The dilemma of moment –should the teacher interrupt
students’ investigations for moments of reflection?– tends towards a ‘yes’. Taking a
side-step from one’s own investigations seems to stimulate the spiral of description,
explanation and generalization more than reflection-in-action alone. Put otherwise,
recontextualizing (Van Oers 1998) the criteria in an additional context seems to stimulate
the formation of mental actions a little more than staying in the context of students’ own
investigations. It will require further research to find out which conditions will favour the
subsequent abstraction best (Van Oers 2001).
The Design of the Project
As we reported elsewhere (Schalk et al. 2009) and summarized earlier, both strategies
yield enough learning effects to be ‘good enough’ to teach and learn understanding of
evidence, the RIA strategy a bit more in the students’ reports, the ROA strategy a bit
more in the evaluation of others’ investigations. Then what do the conclusions
formulated above mean for the design of the project, as it might be taught in the
future? Should it have reflection tasks to promote reflection-on-action or should it just
stimulate reflection-in-action? On the basis of our findings we would suggest a
combination of the strengths of both teaching and learning strategies: written feedback
on students’ own investigations together with side-steps to reflect on the criteria for
good investigations.
Additionally, the introduction of the criteria could be strengthened. In our design, the
criteria are derived in a whole class discussion about an imaginary investigation in the first
lesson. In recent research, Roberts et al. (2010) have shown the effects of explicitly
teaching the knowledgde base of procedural understanding on the performance in open-
ended investigations to be substantial. They suggest it might limit the number of
investigative tasks necessary to develop procedural understanding. In our design, such
teaching might function as a point of reference for discussions about the quality of
investigations, as do the reflection tasks.
Nevertheless, we would suggest that more than just one inquiry project should be
done. Although it needs to be said that whatever the time span –nine lessons in 4 to
5 weeks– might be the maximum possible in many schools, it is still a short time to
develop thorough procedural understanding. As we stated earlier, the project is a
complex task in which students have to give attention to the substantive knowledge,
technical affairs and planning in addition to the reflection on the quality of their
investigations. Taking this into account, the limited progression of procedural
understanding can be valued positively. Making the inquiry project part of a learning
trajectory that spans all years of secondary education and addresses every criterion
more than once or twice, as suggested by others (Van der Valk and Van Soest 2004),
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may increase expectations for procedural understanding. In fact, we now are working on a
more extended learning trajectory in the course of pre-university education, and not only
in biology, but in chemistry and physics as well.
The Teacher’s Role
Although it was not the focus of our study, the role of the teacher prominently surfaces. The
process of generalization nearly only takes place in the teachers’ presence, this being –in
our model– indispensable for internalization of the criteria, the intended learning outcome.
The role of ‘cranking up’ this process is an extension to the roles Crawford (2000) attributes
to teachers in inquiry classrooms (motivator, diagnostician, guide, innovator, experimenter,
researcher, modeller, collaborator and learner). It goes beyond the role as a diagnostician
giving students opportunities to express their ideas, or the role as a guide, helping students
to develop strategies (the example Crawford gives lies, in our view, on the descriptive
level). This role includes explicitly entering the higher levels of explanation and
generalization. It approaches the pedagogical intervention Mortimer and Scott (2000,
p. 132) call “developing the epistemological line,” “introducing students to the nature of
scientific knowledge (such as the generalizability of scientific explanations) which is
being taught,” but focuses more on the development of criteria students can use for it. It
also is an extension to the role of modeller “showing the attitudes and attributes of
scientists by example” (Crawford 2000, p. 932), because the specific attitude of applying
criteria for evidence has to be made explicit.
And how should this role be carried out? In our study, teachers asked the students
questions to stimulate their thinking about the criteria. But even then, seldom all levels
of describing, explaining and generalizing were passed through. Since the teachers’ role
was not the focus of our study, we did not categorize the teachers’ questions, which
might have been useful. On the basis of others’ publications, though, some things can
be said about it. In a chapter on questioning and discussion in inquiry-based teaching in
a book for student science teachers, Bybee et al. (2008, pp. 240–261) recommend
divergent questioning and a wait time of more than 3 seconds to stimulate critical
thinking. Van Zee (2000) also promotes attentive silence and reticence to give students an
opportunity to formulate answers. We think, however, that it requires a more active role in
making the path from descriptions to explanations and generalizations explicit, by posing
thought stimulating, but directed questions or by articulating conclusions. After a
divergent discussion, the teacher should try to converge it to the ‘scientific story’ of the
criteria for evidence by explicitly asking for or stating him/herself a generalization. He or
she can do that for instance by referring to an example in another investigation, to a
reflection task that was carried out by the students or to earlier lessons about the criteria.
Then, the transfer of ideas about evidence from teaching to their application in open-
ended investigations, as Roberts et al. (2010, p. 404) suggest happens more or less
unconsciously, might be made explicit and stimulated.
Just like Krajcik et al. (1998, p. 348) found that middle school “teachers’ suggestions
and questions proved crucial in encouraging students to be thoughtful about the
substantive aspects of their investigations”, this study indicates that high school teachers
(should) play a similar ‘pivotal role’ (Kelly 2007, p. 451–452) in encouraging students to
be thoughtful about the criteria for good investigations. ‘Pivotal’ in the sense that the
teacher (re)directs the discussion in the desired way, i.e. towards generalization of
criteria.
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How can teachers learn to do this? First of all, by conducting investigations
themselves, because the teachers’ experience with scientific investigations strongly
influences the way teachers support students’ investigations (Windschitl 2003, 2004).
Then, teachers can learn to scaffold students in carrying out open-ended inquiries when
they are scaffolded themselves (Van der Valk and De Jong 2009). In our view the
scaffolding tools could be made more explicit by having the teachers focus on the criteria
for good research.
However, before drawing too big a conclusion from a small sample, further research
should be –and will be– conducted to determine ways in which teachers can (learn to)
stimulate generalizations of the criteria for evidence.
Implications for Teaching
We conclude this article with a summary of the implications for teaching understanding of
evidence that, in our view, come from our findings.
& Let students carry out open-ended investigations more than once. Let them apply the
criteria for evidence in more than one context. Let students reflect on the quality during
their own investigations –reflection-in-action– and by taking a step aside –reflection-
on-action– not only afterwards, but also during the investigation itself.
& In conversations about investigations of students, stimulate talking on the explanatory
and general level of the criteria for evidence. Explicitly ask questions to force students
to give an explanation or to formulate a general concept.
& Stimulate complete patterns of reasoning, either by stating a general criterion and
asking where this can be observed in the investigations of the students, or by
extrapolating utterances on the concrete, descriptive level to the explanatory and general
level. Ask students to apply the criterion to another (imaginary) investigation.
& In conversations about the students’ own investigations, refer to the criteria for evidence
as seen in previous investigations or reflection tasks.
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